A gathering place to **SPEAK OUT!** to address shared societal concerns

---

**Welcome!**

**Let’s Talk...and Walk Our Talk**

We are sharing dialogues, stories, ideas and opportunities to act together through this newsletter and by connecting through Instagram and our Facebook Group. Many of us of from all walks and times of life are concerned about the direction of our world. Climate crisis, economic disparities, racial and gender discrimination, and health issues are all areas that need our engagement. Our new CoGenerations Facebook Group is a welcoming places to **SPEAK OUT!** to share our concerns, to connect, and to discover how we might walk our talk together. Learn more about the CoGenerations Project at our Facebook Page.

---

**CoGenerations Dialogue**

*Rick Moody and Jaden Winn*

A cross-generational discussion about how generations might better understand and work with each other. Short Clips intro. Full Dialogue.
Opportunities to Connect

Where we’re having conversations, forming connections, and exploring how we can, together, walk our talk.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION!

Facebook  Facebook Group  Instagram

CoGenerations is a community that believes every individual, regardless of age or life experience, brings value and wisdom. We want to share these nuggets of knowledge! Use your voice to give input to our discussions, offer new topics to explore, and build bridges among the various generations that we have among us. Let’s connect and collaborate through social media so we can hear what’s important to you, too.

CoGenerations Storytelling

Where we share our stories of making a difference--perhaps your story!

International Service-Learning Adventures

Global Service Corps founders Rick and Maxine Lathrop had some incredible international cross-cultural experiences providing community development service-learning volunteer programs in seven developing countries over 27 years. Lessons learned working collaboratively with community members and mainly young adult volunteer participants provided a foundation for the work of CoGenerations. They share some stories at a recent presentation introduced in these short clips. See the Full Presentation for lots of stories. If you have a story you would like to share with CoGenerations, please post your story concept at our Facebook Group.

CoGenerations Facebook Group  Email CoGenerations
CoGeneration Action Resources
Community organizations that inspire us – by acknowledging both youth and elders as assets

- **Big & Mini**
  Using technology to shrink the generational divide through shared stories, new memories, and new friendships

- **Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning & Engagement**
  Seeing youth as co-creators of knowledge, and collaborators on research projects and products

- **Empowering the Ages**
  Empowering younger and older people to form meaningful connections, share different perspectives, and make individual lives and communities better

- **SAGE**
  Engaging a Young Leaders Advisory Board (LAB) as an inter-generational bridge to advance solutions to our shared future

- **Learn with Grandma International**
  Networking Facebook groups to reunite the generations and help break down the digital age gap.

CoGenerations Library
Writings that inspire us – by acknowledging views of both younger and older adults

- **What Boomers Can Learn From Millennials**
  About changing the world – and their relationships

- **What Younger People Can Learn from Older People**
  About using technology – from Australia

- **Universities Must Ensure the Voices of the Youth They Serve Are Heard**
  Making long-term progress in addressing critical global issues

- **Which U.S. Generation Wields the Most Cultural Power?**
  Ranks U.S. generations on their economic, political, and cultural influence

- **Memo to Millennials: Don’t be Mad at Us**
  A Baby Boomer responds to the charges

In Future Editions
We are monitoring our Instagram and our Facebook Group sites for subjects you are interested in. Please post your ideas. Here are some areas of concern we already plan on highlighting.

- **Climate Crisis**
- **Economic Disparities**
- **Racial and Gender Discrimination**
- **Health Issues**